MY 100% ACCURATE PROGNOSIS FOR NOVEMBER 7 2012 AND BEYOND
(VOTING DAY – TUESDAY NOVEMBER 6 2012)
I was not the least bit surprised that I was the only one in the Manicure Saloon I went to after
work yesterday! With such a tight, NAIL-BITING political race to be determined the day after,
what “IDIOT” would choose to go get her nails done? The answer for this REGISTERED
INDEPENDENT, EARLY VOTER is pretty straight forward:
- One who KNOWS that, come Wednesday, irrespective of WHO wins at the polls, she will
address her prayers and petitions to Someone whose name begins with “O” for
OMNIPOTENT, (not Obama), and “R” for REDEEMER, (not Romney), given the
unchanging and unchangeable FACT that JEHOVAH GOD WILL STILL BE SITTING ON HIS
THRONE, and that’s WHO IS REALLY IN CHARGE!
- One whose “HOPE is built on nothing less than Jesus’ blood and righteousness” and who
FIRMLY BELIEVES the lyrics when she sings: “With God things don’t just happen;
EVERYTHING by Him is planned”.
- One who UNDERSTANDS that, while HITLER and NERO may not have been God’s choice
as leaders, HE, nevertheless, advanced HIS DIVINE PLAN, through and in spite of them,
just as HE used the oppressive Caesar Augustus’ highly UNPOPULAR decree to “force”
His Only Begotten Son’s EARTHLY parents to go to Bethlehem for an IMPOSED Census –
which actually fulfilled HIS DIVINE PURPOSE, as prophesied 4 centuries earlier, by Isaiah.
- One who is CONFIDENT that OMNISCIENCE is every bit an intrinsic attribute of her GOD,
which means there is no risk of “ROMNESIA” when it comes to HIM REMEMBERING His
Children;
- One who TRUSTS that her GOD is still very much the HEALER He has always been, and is,
therefore, more than able to take care of her with his phenomenal, catch & cost-free
JEHOVAH-CARE PLAN that surpasses anything OBAMA-CARE could ever “guarantee”;
(Remember: Doctors treat, but GOD HEALS!)
- One who, though mindful of her civic duty to “Caesar”, is increasingly AWARE of how
FLEETING, TRIVIAL and FUTILE our time and antics on this side of the Jordan really are;
and,
- One who is brutally CONSCIOUS of the glaring truth that NEITHER PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE is capable of eradicating pain, sorrow and suffering off the face of the earth,
which means, come Wednesday morning, there will still be a destitute child who needs
mentoring – or just a hug, a widow who needs assistance – or just a smile, a
disillusioned ex-colleague who needs support – or just a few words of encouragement,
and a sick neighbor who would appreciate their lawn mowed – or just the trash taken
out for them, NONE of which Obama or Romney will or could provide!
YUP! A LOT may, - or may not change, depending on WHO gets to occupy THE WHITE
HOUSE after “THE VERDICT” is pronounced later tonight – or in the wee hours of
Wednesday morning.
The bottom line for me, though, is that I happen to care much more about THE OCCUPANT
of the THRONE OF HEAVEN:
HE wasn’t voted into office, and NO ONE can stage a coup d’état to oust HIM. He would not
win the POPULAR VOTE if He ran for election, but then, He is NEVER up for election or re-

election anyway; and even though HE appreciates it when we canvass and campaign for
HIM, His position is never threatened, nor is it ever in jeopardy! With HIM, there is no
“MALARKEY” and HIS plans are not “ETCHY-SKETCHY”!
(By the way, neither His “RACE” nor His WEALTH is an issue!!)
Call me “simple-minded”, severely “unprogressive”, a “propah mboot” or anything else.
Palava no dey; But that “BABA” I just described; that’s WHO I KNOW I can count on for REAL
CHANGE, and who I can depend on to move me FORWARD – on the road towards my Final
Destination – which is not Bonadikombo, aka Mile 4, but THE CITY THAT IS BUILT 4
SQUARE!!
PEACE!
Egbe Mbiwan Monjimbo
(Soooo looking forward to going back to just the FEDEX, UPS and JEHOVAH’s WITNESS
“peeps” ringing my doorbell from tomorrow on!!)

